Choosing the Right Size

Water Fountain
It’s always exciting when you finally install that
water fountain you’ve been looking to add to your
home or office. But what most people don’t realize
when they are considering a water feature is the
possibility of a negative outcome. This usually
happens when people rush into their purchase
without thinking about what they are looking for
out of a fountain. And with more people turning
to the internet to make their purchases, they
often make the mistake of buying the wrong sized
fountain that might look nice, but ultimately
doesn’t fit the room.

A good first step in the fountain-buying process, is choosing
a set location where you would like to place it, and sticking
to your decision. Be sure to scan all your options so you don’t
have any later regrets. You have options when it comes to water
features; outdoor, indoor, floor fountains, table fountains,
and wall fountains. Once you’ve narrowed down your ideal
location, the rest of the process becomes much easier. Having
the space picked out gives you the ability to narrow your
fountain options down to a select few that would look great
in the space you’ve chosen. When you buy the fountain first
without having a location in mind, you might handcuff yourself
with a water feature that doesn’t fit anywhere, or looks terrible
where it does fit.

the space you have! Likewise, bubble panels tend to be flat and
built-into the wall or just slightly raised from it, which makes
them perfect for a smaller space.

Wonderful Wall Fountains

If you love the look of indoor fountains but feel that your
home or office isn’t large enough to accommodate one, you’ll
be happy to know that even the smallest of spaces can benefit
from an indoor fountain. It’s simply a matter of choosing the
right one to work with the space you have. Of course, you may
be surprised at the space you can enjoy if you do a good cleanup or de-cluttering, but if you happen to like your home or
office the way it is, you can follow these simple steps to create
a perfect home for your fountain:
• Select an uncluttered area where you feel a fountain could
be easily viewed and enjoyed.
• Take measurements of the space.
• Keep the measurements handy as you shop and use them to
aid you in the decision-making process.

Beautiful Bubble Walls and Panels
When most people think fountains, they think of free-flowing
structures where water splashes down into a pool of more
water. Many, however, are choosing to take a more modern
approach to fountains and are selecting sophisticated bubble
walls and panels instead. While cascading water can be nice,
pleasant sounding bubbling—especially if accompanied by
beautiful LED lighting—can be even nicer. Plus, bubble walls
and panels don’t have to take up much space at all. In fact, if
you convert your existing walls into bubble walls, you won’t be
changing the amount of space you have at all; only enhancing

Just as you can turn your existing walls into bubble walls, you
can also choose to add a wall fountain to your current walls.
This can usually be done without damaging the existing wall
and, of course, without detracting from the space in your home,
office, or other room. These fountains provide interesting and
appealing aesthetic value to the space without being overly
obtrusive, and they can be purchased in many different and
beautiful materials to complement your space. Natural-looking
marble or sleek, modern stainless steel are common options.
You can even add a company or business logo or other graphic
to your fountain for a customized look.

Fabulous Floor Fountains
If you want something more in-line
with a traditional fountain than
the options presented thus far, a
beautiful standing floor fountain
or a standing waterfall fountain
can be an excellent choice. These
fountains tend to be tall, slender,
and graceful, adding elegance
to your home and taking up less
than half the space of a standard
fountain. You can choose from
fountains of different heights,
styles, and designs, and most
feature the wonderful, soothing
sound of lightly running water.

Garden Bubbler Fountains
Bring tranquility to your environment with a dynamic garden
bubbler fountain. A fountain bubbler gives you the sound of
trickling water without much expense or hassle. You have the
flexibility to choose a container that matches your landscape
design. Use the fountain bubbler as a focal point in your yard
or as an element in a large landscape island. Add the relaxing
and peaceful sound of flowing water to your garden today with
the inclusion of a garden bubbler.

Once you have decided on a fountain design, take down
its measurement and perform this little side task. Find a
cardboard box that matches its dimensions and place it in
the space where you’re going to have the fountain. This will
provide you an idea of how much space it will take up, as well
as how much space will be left after it is positioned. Obviously
the fountain won’t be an exact square and is most likely going
to be a bit smaller, but this helps relieve any possible doubt
you might have about your decision before you spend your
money.

You don’t want your water fountain to take over the room. It is
meant to be a complimentary addition, not a centerpiece. You
want your fountain to be a pleasantry for you and your guests,
not a hazard. That being said, going with a water feature that
is too small can also be an underwhelming mistake. That is
why the cardboard box idea is so great, it provides you with
perspective. Another consideration is whether you’d prefer
a wall fountain in place of a floor fountain. Depending on
the dimensions you have to work with, a wall fountain could
provide just enough extra space in a room and be exactly what
you’re looking for.
The options are limitless when it comes to water fountain
designs. Don’t limit yourself by rushing into a purchase
without exploring all your options. Take the time necessary to
scan your entire living space and decide what would look best
where.
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